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NEWS

SPORTS

See page 2 for the campus community's

Tum to page 10 for the results in Conn
College sports. The men's lacrosse team
continues to climb the ranks of the
NESCAC with a win against Williams.
Women's Lax wins against ECSU.

input on various issues covered in this
week's College Voice.

The multicultural event of the semester
is right around the comer! ATLAS
(International Student Association) presents its comeback event, I-NlTE, next
weekend. Tum to page 4 for more info,
First Class
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Students Elect 2005~
2006 SGA Exec Board
BY LIZ GREENMAN
AssOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The elections for the Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
Executive Board positions for the
2005-2006 school year took place
online
via
Camelweb
from
Wednesday, April 13th to Friday,
April 15th. According to the SGA
website, 847 students voted in the
elections, which is less than half of
the student body.
Current Vice President (VP),
Eddie Slade '06, who ran unopeosed, will be serving as the Student
Government's President next year,
replacing Pete Lelek 'OS, The
President's two main jobs are to participate in the Priorities, Planning,
and Budget Committee (PPBC), the

school-wide finance committee of
the College which makes large
budget decisions, and also to run
SGA Assembly meetings.
Craig McCarrick '07, current
Burdick Senator, was elected SGA
Vice President to succeed Slade.
This position has the huge responsibility of running the finance committee, which manages a budget of
approximately $300,000 and oversees 100 student club accounts and
operations. Additionally, the VP of
SGA handles student organizations
and the formation of new on-campus
clubs or groups.
Erika Pond '06 will be the Public
Relations (PR) Director, replacing
Alex Schoenfeld '05. The PR position is responsible for producing
"SGA on the Can," the Student

Government Association's weekly
bathroom newsletter, placing ads in
the CONN tact, maintaining
the
SGA website, and generally relaying
information io the student body.
Another main facet of the position is
the chairing of the Election Board,
which effectively means supervising
all student elections, Pond commented that she is "especially excited about the PR position since it will
allow [her] to communicate important issues from the student government to the student body through
'SGA on the Can' and the SGA website."
The Chair of Academic Affairs
(AA) position will be resumed by
Patty Eames '06, who also held the
position during the fall semester.

continued on page 7

Congressman John B. larson was one of many speakers the CC Democrats brought to the Coltege this past weekend. Social Security
Reform was the focus oj the two-day forum, which hrought together chapters oj the CollegeDemocrats from across the state, In addition, they discussed w~s to improve their efforts and strategies from the 2004 presidential election. Also at the talk wereJoe Court,leJ',
the second congressional district cadidate, John Olsen, President oj Connecticut AlL-ClO, and Professor Donald Peppard (Pace)

Miriam Dean-Otting Presents Lecture Recounts Holocaust Memories
..

BY JOANNA

GILLIA

STAFF WRITER

On April 18th in the Charles Chu
Reading Room,
Kenyon College
Professor
Miriam
Dean-Otting
delivered an aceount of one Jewish
family's experienees during the
early years of World War II and the
Holocaust. Dean-Otting, who did
her undergraduate studies at Kenyon

College during the 1970s, became
familiar with the plight of this particular family through conversations
with a professor and mentor by the
name of Eugen.
Over the next thirty years Eugen
and Dean-Otting's professional and
spiritual relationship flourished and
inspired Dean-Otting to reconstruct
Engen's story. Using a series of let-

ters from Eugen's Aunt Else and
Uncle Jakob, Dean-Orting was able
to create a chronological narration
of the family's hardships and triumphs from 1940-1943.
Dean-Otting began her talk by
describing the movement of Eugen
and his family prior to and during
the war. Eugen's immediate family
was able to travel to America, while

Eugen himself sought refuge at
University in Switzerland
until
1946. His Aunt Else and Uncle
Jakob were not as fortunate, being
among the 6,538 Jewish citizens to
be expelled from Germany on
October 22nd, 1940.
Dean-Otting
described
the
deportation
from Germany
to
France, noting that the cramped

train trip took over 48 hours. Upon
arrival, Eugen's Aunt and Uncle
were separated and shoved 80 at a
time into barracks that were just 25
meters long and 5 meters wide. The
French camp, which sat on the border of Spain and the Pyrenees
Mountains, became Aunt Else's and

Uncle Jakob's home for the next two
years. During this period, Aunt Else
and Eugen corresponded by mail,
attempting to provide support and
hope to each other. Aunt Else's Jetters contained references to horrific
living conditions and the depression
caused by separation from her fami-

continued on page 6
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Co lege and Norman
Fainstein Speak About Student Activism
BY

THOMAS MCEVOY
NEWS EDITOR

Professor Garelit;k's upcoming research wilifocus on the theatrical
work of Coco Chane/. Professor Dotfman will invest in his upcoming dance production, "Underground."

Professors Dorfman and Garelick
'Receive Prestigious Guggenheim Grant
BY JOANNA

GILLIA

STAFF WRITER

Connecticut College professors
David
Dorfman
and
Rhonda
Garelick were awarded Guggeriheim
Fellowships. Simon Guggenheim
and his wife established the program
in 1925,
According to the Fellowship's
website, the scholarship is offered to
"further the development of scholars
and artists by assisting them to
engage in research in any field of
knowledge, and creating in any of
the arts, under the freest possible
conditions and irrespective of race,
color, or creed." Professor Garelick
~dded, ''The Guggeriheim is espeeially
wonderful
because
the
Foundation is very flexible with
their grantees, putting nearly no constraints on how or when we use the
money."
Over the past 80 years the foun>!ation has awarded over 240 million
IWllars to approximately
15,500
~6jvidual scholars, seientists, and

this year, 186 fellowships were
awarded, amounting to a, total
expenditure of $7,112,000 dollars.
There was a diverse range in age and
vocation among the recipients as
well. This year's grantees ranged
from a 28 year old New York composer to a 76 year old writer and
illustrator from San Francisco.
Professor Dorfman, an Associate
Professor of Dance, intends to use
his $35,000 dollar grant for a variety
of different projects. He graduated
from Connecticut College with an
M.S.A, in Dance and would like to
use the money to work on his
upcoming
dance
production,
"Underground."
The production,
which is being performed by his
dance company, David Dorfman
Dance Company, is slated to open in
November of 2006.
Dorfman said the grant will give
him more time to immerse himself
in research for the production as
well as rehearsals, Prior to working
at Conn, Dorfman lived and worked

for the Fellowship at least ten times
until fmally receiving it this year.
Professor Garelick, whose specialty is Performance Studies, also
has numerous plans for her $37,000
grant. Garelick, a graduate of Yale,
initially applied for many fellowships in order to extend her sabbatical and have more time to write her
new book, "Antigone in Vogue: The
Theatrical Work of Coco Chane!."
Garelick won a number of fellowships and plans to take a two
year extended leave from Conn. In
the Fall 2005 semester, Garelick will
be at the Getty Research Institute in
LA, where she will. be a Visiting
Scholar. After the semester ends,
Garelick said she intends to move to
New York City and travel to
England and France for research
purposes, Also, Garelick should
have another book published soon,
"Electric Salome."
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He noted that any student activist
movement during this decade would
have received much more publicity
and been flocked with investigative
Ronald Crutcher spake in Ernst yesterday comparing student activism oj the 1960's to thai
reporters.
oj the current day, Painstein focused on protest poliuc« on Collegecampuses, (Pace)
Student activist campaigns in the energy around sustained activism,"
engage in work such as community
1960's and today, are fueled by sim- Crutcher also said, referring to stu- service and internships. He also
ilar issues. The nation is still at war,
dent activism in the '60's.
cited the promotion of diversity and
Crutcher noted, and poverty, disBesides comparing the differtechnology as other ways in which
crimination, and social injustice are ences between student aetivism dur- education has grown beyond the
still pervasive factors in this country .: ing two different eras. President
Furthermore, activist movements by Crutcher compared the way in which

continued on page 6

Author' Phyllis Chesler Discusses
Implications of Anti-Israel Academia
BY NICK

IYENGAR

On Tuesday, April 19, Dr. Phyllis Chesler gave alecture entitled "The New Anti-Semitism
and the
Palestinianization of the Western Academy." The event
was attended by a handful of Connecticut College students and members of the New London community in
the Greer Music Library. Dr, Chesler is the author of
several books and is a well-known emerita professor,

iii

...

educational philosophy has changed
since the 1960's, "I think the notion
of a learning environment is radically different and more important than
when 1 was a student in the '60's,"
Crutcher said.
Specifically, Crutcher mentioned
how learning has extended beyond
the classroom, as students now

time.
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President Ronald Crutcher of
Wheaton College and Connecticut
College's
President
Norman
Fainstein gave a lecture on Thursday
entitled "Student Activism on the
Contemporary Campus," The talk
was a part of a one and a half day
conference on activism on college
campuses that also included an
address by Winona LaDuke, an
Ojibwe community organizer, economist,
and
author,
The
Multiculturalism
and Diversity
Committee hosted the events,
President Crutcher, who is also a
professional cellist, began the talk
by citing the differences between
student activism in the 1960's and
the current day. He asserted that the
'60's were the "high-day" of protest
politics because of the Civil Rights
Movement and the Vietnam War,
which were taking shape during this

the religious right, gays, lesbians,
and other groups are influential
forces in today's society, Crutcher
also stated.
President Crutcher pointed out
that the "modes of activism" have
changed since the 1960's. For
instance, conferences have replaced
marches. ''There really wasn't any

_

....

One of many topics discussed was the way that academia has come to be highly sympathetic to the
Palestinian people, while at the same time it has often
been intensely critical of Israe!. Dr. Chesler argued that
acadenna IS ruled by a sort of herd mentality, where anything that is not politically eorrect is suppressed. For
this reason, she claimed a double standard exists' while
Israel is a secular democ~acy, it is highly criticized for its
actions The Palestinian government is an authoritarian

~c:0'(jinuedon page 6
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Apathy Delegitimizes Student
Elections and Shared Governance

:
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Dear Editor,

LEITERS TO TIlE EDITOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

The College Voice is an open forum. The opinions expressed
by individual
advertisers
are
their Own. In no way does The College Voice
endorse
the views expressed
by individual
advertisers.
The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems to be libelous,
an incitement
to
Violence, or personally
damaging.
Ad rates are
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries
to the Business
Manager, Ashley Kenerson.
The College Voice
reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
The Editors-in-Chief
shall have final content
approval. The final deadline
for advertising
is
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday
preceding
publication.

Letters to the Editor are due strictly by 5:00
p.m. on the Wednesday
preceding
publication. The College Voice reserves the right to
edit
letters
for clarity
and
length.
No
unsigned
or anonymous
letters will be published. However,
names may b e withheld
upon the author's request. The College Voice
will not publish letters deemed to be a personal attack on an individual.
The College
Voice cannot guarantee
the publication
of
any submission.
Letters should
be singlespaced, no longer than 300 words, and must
include
a phone
number
for verification.
Please send all letters as a Microsoft Word
attachment
to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
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Do you care about anything?
,'
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:,"Voice"your opinions; write a
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letter to the Editor.

:
We are pleased and proud to invite the campus com:munity to join the Office of Student Life in appreciating
;the tremendous efforts of Housefellows on our campus.
:This week has been designated
Housefellow
:Appreciation Week, a time for Housefellows to be rec~Ognized for all of their hard work throughout the year,
•
Many people often forget that Housefellows are
tfull-time students with full acadentic and co-curricular
:schedules. They experience the same pressures as other
:students to achieve acadentically, yet are asked to pay
:attention to the pressures experienced by the many stu:dents living in their houses.
Most do their jobs
:extremelY well and without fanfare or external recogni:tion. As a general rule, Housefellows are bright, per:sonable, caring, and reliable community leaders.
•
The following is a poem, (with a CC amendment or
:two) that speaks to our purpose in observing
:Housefellow Appreciation Week:
•
I Forgot to Say Thanks
1 was in bed the other night thinking about a lot of
:different things,
:
But one thing kept crossing my mind time and time
:again;
•
I forgot to say thanks ...
For saying hello and sntiling when you see me on
:the way to class,
;
For introducing me to so many other people in my
:building,
•
For telling me how to drop tbat class and not look:ing at me like I was stupid for asking,
•
For keeping the noise down last Friday when I was
:trying to sleep,
•
For keeping the bulletin board up to date so that 1
:know what is happening on campus,
•
For spending that late night with me when my rela:tionship went sour,
•
For giving me advice on what classes I ntight like,
For encouraging me to get involved with that activ:ity you had planned the other night,
•
For spending some time with me at lunch,
·
For telling me how to become more assertive with
:people,
:
For helping me with problems I was having with my
:roonunate,
•
And for making me feel like 1 have a friend when:ever I need one.
:
You have a tough job and you do it well.
:
You make it look like it is the greatest job anyone
:could ever have
And you make me want to be a Housefellow, too.
I like you and respect you.
Please forgive me for not saying thank you more
:often.
-A Happy Resident
.:
If you have felt support from your Housefellow or
:simply felt the positive impact that their efforts have
:made in your residential community, we ask you to let
or her know. We encourage you to take the oppor:tunity to say I1thanks"to your Housefellow - as we take
:this week to especially appreciate their very unique and
:valuable contributions to our campus.

:hirn

Shelly Metivier
Director of Residential Life & Housing

send to:

~StudentRegrets Lack of
tarticipation

ccvoice@conncoll.edu

•
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th mental activities of the aver-t
into a debate regar ng e
.:
age Conn student. When a friend expressed dismay at;
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\"''''\\
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Last Sunday, the final day of the SGA Executive Board self-nomination period, a message that announced the
availability of a slew of governing positions went out to the entire campus. Several hours before ntidnight, there was
at least one position without any candidates for each class. Not a single junior had signed up to run for any of the
seven spots: class president, vice-president, secretary, or J-board and SAC reps.
An even greater problem was the lack of interest in SGA executive board elections. President of SGA, the most
powerful student position on campus, was an unopposed cakewalk for current VP Eddie Slade. SAC Chair (Christian
Clansky), Diversity Chair (Colleen White), and Chair of Residential Life and House (Whitney Longworth) also ran
unopposed.
. For a school that prides its policies of shared governance and an active student body when it comes to debating
adntinistrative issues, students don't seem particularly interested in leading this community. Every student is directly affected by the work of Res. Life Chair. Why does no one want to take the reins and continue to work on the
improvements in the lottery systems and building renovations that are already in motion? More people must have
ideas of how to make more entertaining events on campus. So why did none of them run for SAC Chair?
To give credit where credit is due, after the phone messages were sent out, each position filled eventually, but
something needs to be done to elevate student interest and arouse a sense of personal accountability within the student body. SGA publicized elections well; this is not the problem. The problem is that there is a vast unbalance of
responsibility on campus. Students seem to assume that "some one else" will get the job done. In this case, what's
the point of "shared governance"?
As students who have the privilege of cooperating with the administration, we need to hold ourselves accountable as individuals, capable of leading Ibis community forward, constantly improving. Who cares if someone else
is going to do it? If you have any kind of respect for the institution of shared governance at Connecticut College,
step' up to the plate when the opportunity arises.

POliCIES

~

in Day of

~Silence
Dear Editor,

',,,,,

.. \ .. \\\\\\

di

I;

the small number of people who had dressed in black,.
immediately replied that given my perc.eptton of this;
college community, I found the low participatron level:

unsurprising.
.. .
:
The goal of this statement is not to cnticize lack of;
participation in this particular event. I myself was not;
wearing black, completely forgot what day it was, and~
cannot usually be counted on to remember .the month.:
The fact remains however, that anything which:
addresses an issue irrelevant to the consumer and enter-]
tainment driven mainstream popular culture regularly;
goes relatively unnoticed on this campus. The comrnu-]
nity revolves around schoolwork and drinking. How:
many students listen to National Public Radio or an:
equivalent link to the outside world on a regular basis?:
"Connectedness is knowledge, It stated Dr. Vandanaj
Shiva at the ecology lecture in Ernst on Wednesday.:
This requires broadening one's perspective and chal-]
lenging one's usual way of being. It is not only plants:
and animals that flourish under conditions of biodiver-]
sity. Humans benefit as well from interacting in social-]
ly diverse situations and engaging in the lives of those;
with different lifestyles with the aim of enhancing the:
others' existence. Society is organic. Camels should;
keep their floppy ears pricked for opportunities to know:
other humans in ways that challenge their everyday:
social interactions.
Sarah Mellstrom '07

:-

Campus Community Reacts to ~
Controversial Column
Dear Editor,

&:

The Connecticut
College Multiculturalism
Diversity Steering Committee we would like to respond:
to issues raised in the Opinion piece "College Values:
'Diversity' Over Academics."
•
Beyond factual errors regarding the curriculum
the History Department, we would like to address the:
following points. 1. The proposed Center for the;
Comparative Study of Race and Ethnicity, like all:
Connecticut College centers, will not be primarily fund-]
ed through the operating budget and therefore does not:
impact the hiring of professors or the College curricu-:
lum. It should also be noted that the proposal for this:
Center was generated by a predontinantly white, but:
diverse, group of students, faculty and staff. 2. All:
departments and programs recognize academic achieve~l
ment through a variety of acadentic honors. 3. In corn-]
pliance with affirmative action poJicies, Connecticut;
College only uses race as one of a number of factors:
considered for adntissions. According to the Dean of:
Admissions, the profile of inconting students of color:
parallels the profile of the overall class of adntitted stu-]
dents. 4. The University of Michigan Supreme Court:
case regarding affirmative action has generated a:
plethora of research regarding the impact of diversity:
on acadentic achievement. A key finding is that diverse:
learning environments benefit students from all racial:
backgrounds. Indeed, there is some indication in current:
research that such environments may benefit majority:
students more than minority students. Such research;
helped to inform the Supreme Court's decision to;
uphold affirmative action policies as Constitutional.
:
We continue to support the advancement of:
Connecticut College as a place of inclusive excellence.:

in:

Sincerely,
Members of the MDC Steering Comntittee
Professors Sandy Grande, Mab Segrest, Steve:
Loontis
Staff members Tracee Reiser, Rob Richter
Students Krystle Guillory, Jules Chyten-Brennan,:
and Colleen White

~ While consunting my daily portion of pallid vegeta:bles in the Harris dining hall on Thesday, 1 was drawn

continued on page
....................................................................................................................
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Dear Editor,

,
:
The History Department would
:liIce to point out some errors in N' k
01
•
ic
~J~ngarDS column entitled "College
:
ues iversuy over Academics
:
Mr. Iyengar
states that the
:History Department's
offerings in
:Fall 2005 include "six American
~H~storyCourses, just three European
:Hlstory Courses, four African
:History courses, and three Asian
:History courses.
It

II

This assertion

is incorrect.

,
In Fall 2005 semester
the
:History Department is offering eight
:US history classes:
:
History 105 Introduction to US
:History 2 sections (Canton, Lobel);
:History
206, Civil
War and
:Reconstruction
(Lobel); History
:213 The American West (Stock);
:History 227, African American
~History 1619 - 1865 (Canton);
:History 309, From Sambo to Nat:
~The History of American Slaver;
:(Canton);
History
465
The
:Globalization of American Culture
~since 1945 (Stock); History 466 The
:History of New York City (Lobel).
Mr. Iyengar
believes
that
:History 227 and History 309 are
lcourses in African history. They are
rnot. They are about the United
:States.
The history of African:Americans and slavery are impor:tant issues if we are to understand

: War Two ...

:century topics.

,
I hope that Mr. Iyengar will take
~advantage of the department's US
:courses, as well as those involving
:the history of other parts of the
:world to discover the inherent acadiversity

that the discipline

:offers.

to such

:

In closing I completely agree:
with Nick's assertion that meritocra-j
cy is not always rewarded where it:

should be. Some are gifted, others:
are not. Those who are able and:
in order to excel in the world ought:
to be rewarded. Those who are not:
not to:

use their gift ought not to be reward-j
ed. Does it make sense to reward:
incompetence
or laziness?
Of:
course not.

down

the same

river, observing

large fishing

apparatuses which were sqnare nets hung on four
Andrew K. Jones '06

poles.

Dear Editor,

had some clothes made from scratch at bargain
prices.

That night 1 bought some souvenirs

After reading

Nick Iyengar's:

city My Son, the former Capital of the Champa

column of this past week, "College:
Values
'Diversity'
Over:

civilization. It holds stone towers and other structures that are grouped in different arrangements.

Academics," I can only say, thank:
God somebody finally spoke np. As:
a former SGA Chair of Academic:
Affairs, Chair of the History:
Advisory Board the past two years:

Bomb craters litter some of the territory, left over

and a member

from the US intervention in Vietnam, when communist forces hid and operated from within these
historical structures. There was some Champa
writing on certain stone blocks, and our guide
explained that to this day there hasn't been a complete translation made of it.

of it all four years:

here, I have watched the History:
as well

as others,

be:

After our sightseeing we decided to go to the
beach. The strip, about ten minutes away by
motorbike, contains nice white sand and is frequented by many Vietnamese peddlers wandering

sucked into the whirlwind
of:
"diverse" offerings at the expense of:
the backbone of the traditional edu-]
cation

in

the

fundamentals

of:

about offering goods. Following dinner near the
Japanese Bridge we noticed there was a tradition-

Western Civilization. Of the profes-]
sors who taught modem "Western'j
in history

al festival celebrating the full moon taking place.

at Conn five:

The event was striking because it involved

ful small paper boats with candles being sent
down the river. The festival moreover had booths

rounded education
is drastic.
replace these retiring professors,

To:
no:

to visit as well, some of them selling things and
others having music or games.

20th century American or 19th and:
20th century European history pro-j

I must note that haggling was difficult here at

fessors

have

been

hired,

expected to be soon.
department,

PRACTICE WHAT

or are:

While Connecticut

College

is

a respectable
educational
~institution, there are several attrib-

is an Inquisition of sorts, forcing:
administrators,
departments,
and:
students to admit that double stan-:
dards for admission, dilution of cur-:
ricula, and ludicrous million-dollar:
"centers" are really appropriate for a:

On to a seven-hour bus ride the next morning

we went. On the way to Qui Nhon we passed by
Son My Village, the site of the My Lai massacre.
It was here that in 1968 almost 500 Vietnamese
civilians were massacred by a group of US soldiers in an unfortunate case of indiscriminate

Some recollections of the soldiers recall them
being told not to kill any women or children other versions are vague in what they were

ordered to do. Regardless, there was great deal of
sadness here, and today you can view the founda-

tions of the former houses on the ground and take
a look at many of the items that belonged to the
people who used to live here in the museum.
We finally arrived at Qui Nhon, a bustling
seaport where we were to spend the night.
Because of the rarity of foreigners making their
way here, stares and yells of "hello" were frequent. I decided to stroll down the coast and go

During the time 1 was there services

further into the city.

a fishing village we were brought to, but a touri3t

Further down the beach was a rusted tank
sticking out of the water, reminiscent of the war.
I had also marked boat builders, on the map, so
I settled on viewing it. On the way, turning into a
It

Thrang is a beach centered

Diversity of thought on this campus has long been sold short, while the
College has instead focused on increasing the racial diversity of the campus.

of the inequities

birds

and intentions.

,:where discriminatIon
.
an d b'las are
:unqnestionably wrong, this emerges

Iyengar isn't racist.:
that have

come:

begin chirping again, signifying the

about in the college's pursuit for:
equality. I support his right to free:
speech as I do anyone else's. I:
encourage

anyone who is upset by:

his arlJ'c1e to wn'te a letter to The','
Voice, or engage him in civil con-:

. .
· .:as an obvious contradlctl.on.

versation

:
Another interesting point that
, :Iyengar brings up is the question of
, :the potential bias or preference, of

respect in your disagreement that he:
has shown in his weekly articles.
'
It takes a lot of guts to malee a:

..:certain

public

of

courses

offered

, :here. In this way, another contradic,
, :tion
becomes
clear. Af ter a II,
:Connecticut College is about a well,
.:rounded
education an d a co IIege a t
':which graduates supposedly have a
:good understanding of various sub:jects. The lack of American history
• :courses
'
that focus
on curren t
• :domestic and foreign policies is a
,:great example illustrated in the co lour
-

-

show

statement

him

the

that goes

same:

against:

the societal norm. I understand that:
it is very taboo to say anything bad:
about afftrrnative action, bnt I'm:
going to take the plunge and say that:
I agree with Iyengar - affirmative:
action does have some flaws (will:
there be an anti-Emily Morse:
Facebook group tomorrow?) The:
more we draw lines and highlight:
differences,

During our flight back to Hanoi we all wished,
we could have stayed longer basking in the sun
and did not have to return to the drizzly weather
of Hanoi. This was surely a spring break to
remember.

where ideas cannot be

will ever again be graded fairly in a history course at this College.
The sad fact is this: diversicrats on college campuses are very intereste~

in propagating a certain set of beliefs, while suppressing or punishing an~
ideas that do not toe the line. Ask some Republicans if they feel comfortabl
expressing

their politics in a classroom,

in a group of friends or anywhere at

this College. Many of them will tell you that given the price to be pllid fo'
expressing conservative ideas, il is simply not worth it to publicly support
President Bush, denounce affirmative action, or any other policy position of
which one can think:. Anyone legitimately interested in real academic di~
..
cussion and free transfer of ideas will find this to be a tragedy.
I believe that the College should malee a change in its prioritie<.
Diversity of thought, which has depth and mearting, should be much more
important than racial diversity, which only goes skin deep. What is the point
of having a college at all, whether it is diverse or not, if diversity of thought
is passively

neglected,

or worse, actively smothered?

To all those who spend so much time speaking of diversity and tolerance;
maybe it is finally time you extended to others the tolerance you so vigorously demand.

the harder it is for:

us to come together and find unity.:
We should be sharing our differ-:,

-:correct?

ences, not separating ourselves.

:

of that tasty nature is higWy inappropriate for the beach. This is

pretzels, ice cream, or anything else

I. Coaster. This one is pretty
self explanatory. You talee the book,
put it on your desk, and put your
drink on top of it. The bigger the
book, the more drinks it can hold.
Just one or two big books and
you've got a coaster big enough to
hold your keg. Not that you have it
in your room anyway (wink-wink).
2. Mini-golf course flattenouter. I've discussed

this in a previ-

ous column, so I'll keep it brief:
when your mini-golf course gets
wrinkled, just stretch it out and lay a
heavy book on each end. It should
flatten it out with more speed than a
BALCO-trained track star.
3. BonfIres. To enhance the
irony, try using an ancient anthropology book about the discovery of
fire.
4. Pictures--. Some books have

because if you are eating it, there's

that malee me stuffier than the air in
the Plex.
But spring means good things as
well. Spring means the arrival of
baseball season. Spring means that
it's ice cream season (although for
hungry people like me, any season

less for me. So back off, bitch.
Games: Frisbee can be fun,
especially when it's windy (or
wicked windy, if you're on Cape
Cod). Football is fun, but make sure
you pick the big kids to be on your

is ice cream season).

that school is almost out. And most
importantly, spring means everyone
will be wearing less clothing.
Spring is a time for relaxing on
the beach.
Unfortunately, many
people have improper beach-relax_
ing techniques. Luckily, I am here

I think we can all agree that this
column is grinding to a halt faster
than Vartilla Ice's career did. So,
I'm going to change topics now.
Another higWy enjoyable part of
spring is returning text books ~d
receiving 1/37 Ath of what you pald
for them. And by "higWy enJoy-

to assist you in making sure that you

able" I mean "I'd rather fire a nail

just glance at two pictures from a
book with pictures instead, since

have

beach

gun into my left foot." Therefore, I

2000 words would probably fill that

Here are some

suggest that none of us return our
textbooks
this semester.
I1But

space.

the most

Spring means

enjoyable

possible.

tips to get the most out of your next
beach trip.
Music:

Your music

should

be

something that fits the mood well.

: For example, if you're haVing an

.

But, if you were at the beach this
past Wednesday, you probably
shonld have bronght Sublime or
Phish along instead.
Food: Any sort of barbecue is
always fun. However, try to limit it
to mostly chicken, hot dogs, and
hamburgers,
as BBQ escargots
aren't very tasty. On the side, chips,

arrival of massive amounts of pollen

experience

:umn. Is there a bias here? If so, is
...:this done in order to be politica 11y
I would answer both ques-

to

where we started.

ANDREW MEYERo I HAVE ADD

:is,

:most able. Affirmative

College,

in the end, we were anle

to whisk ourselves back up the hill and back

Am

He merely looks to point ont some:

column. I think people have gross-:
ly ntisinterpreted Iyengar's words:

At Connecticut

them. After deliberations

gered some, 'rnot much, of-the facult , and I am not willing to bel thatj

:hotly debated political subject and

:on any skin color and be left with a
:college fmed with the brightest and

:Connecticut College. While claim: ~ing to help out some gronps, it puts
· :other groups at a significant disad-

trap island.
.
,
Unnoticeably, we detoured off the main roap
there and hiked to the other side of the island fqr
30 minutes. When we decided to return, lbelt
were watchful eyes of security, so we had to elude

mates, fear of mistreatment by faculty members or, perish the thought, fear
of sanctions handed down by the administration. 1 know that 1 win never
again take a history course at this college - my viewpoint, 1 take i.t, has

club has:

for Academic
Honors, President:
Fainstein contested Iyengar's latest:

at

ed a boat for the 15min expedition. But it wasn't

make these issues a big part of their lives. However,
diversity and tolerance cover diversity of thought,
not just diversity of race, religion, or sexual orienta-

SPRING IS IN TIlE

:and potential for success. In this
:way, we would eliminate bias based

present

However, we were not allowed on it, because foreigners could not use it. We persevered and rent-

just for the sake of expressing an unpopular belief.
College ought not to be like this. Conn should be a place where every
student can express what they believe without fear of reprisal from cJa s-

want someone to tolerate your religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, etc.,
you must extend that same tolerance to others' ideas and expressions. An
attitude of lido as I say, not as I do" sells short the ideals of diversity and tolerance.

Dear Editor,

started up rallying against him. Not:
only this, but at a recent ceremony:

unfortunately,

ori-

The final morning a professor and I took ;1
ferry to one of the fishing villages. The guidebook advertised a dollar ferry used by the locals.

Many students at Connecticut College preach
the gospel of diversity and tolerance. I'm all for
diversity and tolerance, so I respect people who

; The result of this is that we now have an environment

:granted on an individual's ability,
:specifically his or her intelligence

is a

and water-sport

ented coastline. Swimming, water skiing, sailing
and more was all available, all occurring at the

were being

held and it was packed with people.

You PREACH

Ah,
spring.
T hat
magic a 1
time of
the
yea
r
w hen
the

action

II

main street, groups of children began to greet me
in English and after a while I was walking down
the street with a swarm of kids, all of them trying
to shake my hand. I did finally get to the ship
builders.
The subsequent monting we were off to Nha
Thrang, our final destination for two days. Nha

Owen A. KJoter '05
: affmnative action, but who wants to express that view when they see that an
Chair, History Student Advisory: angry mob will rise up against them? My experience this week has shown
Board
~ that one has to be willing to talee a lot of flale, and malee a lot of enemies,

be

to avoid them was a must.

Following this journey, I walked over to a recqgnizable landmark in the city, the huge White
Buddha.
Buddhists protesting the repressive measures
of the South Vietnamese President built this 700kilogram Buddha in the early 1960s. It was an
intriguing view from the top when I overlooked
the city. I took a peek at the nearby city cathedral.

losses and who had wanted to do something to cut
their losses.

To these students I say that they must practice what they preach. If you

Diversity Zealots fear somebody:
might actually realize that his argu-:

recent column, a Facebook

should

made, so maneuvering

killing by a freak unit, which had suffered great

For all the talk of diversity and tolerance on this
campus, when one lonely Republican writes a column criticizing
affmnative
action, these values
seem to fly out the window. It seems to me that those who have committed
so much time to advancing tolerance are the very same people who have
flown into a rage because they disagree with my opinion.

write well-reasoned,
per-:
articles
for the public,:

:college

.:

you?" To my surprise, she told me she could recognize the dialect I was nsing. I didn't even know
I had one.

tion.-'--

top-tier liberal arts college in the:
21st century rather than a 1969:
commune. When people lil<e Mr.:

It has come to my attention that:
following
Nick Iyengar's
most:

,

these booths, however after a few minutes the
vendor remarked, "You are from Hanoi, aren't

NICK IYENGARoOur IN RlGIIT F1EID

:utes that leave much to be desired.
lane such attribute was eloquently
:addressed in Nick Iyengar's latest
:column. Admission to a respectable
in this country

backdrop of a Vietnamese Air force base nearby
(with MIGS flying overhead at times). The first
day was spent at the beach, where the hot wear er combined with the cool water made us all think
we were really on a spring break. After spending
a couple hours there, Imade my way to an important aspect of the city; Po Nagar Cbam Towers.
Getting there took me over an hour, due to a bad
guidebook map. I made it to the towers, noneihe
less.
The group went on a boat ride the next day for
a few hours around the many islands nearby. We
stopped at two of the islands' coasts and did some
snorkeling. An observation of some jellyfish was

The history:

once one of the best, is:

an emaciated, diluted shadow of its:
former robust self.
:
The truth of the matter is,:
Diversity Zealots are afraid. Theirs:

Iyengar
suasive

first (and at other places in the southern part of
the country) due to the different dialect being
used. At times, I could not understand a thing. At
one point I started to haggle for a lamp at one of

freely expressed. For example, plenty of people at this College are against

hndeed

types

color-

years ago, all will have left by this:
fall. The resulting dearth of well-j

sity" no heed.

:vantage.

and

The next day we went to the main site near the

Dear Editor,

t

TERRITORY

in the area. On this
first day I took some time to roam the streets of
the city, looking at the dozens of tailor shops
making their presence felt. At the recommendation of a professor, I then took a thirty-ntinute
boat ride down the Thu Bon River. It was alone in
a small circular boat with an older lady paddling.
I then joined the professor on a longer boat ride

theirs. Conn would do well to:
applaud Mr. Iyengar's courageous:
stand and pay the politics of "diver-:

,

I

Two

sites and many tourists

choose to use this to their advantage:

as able or those who choose

I

Following
our
group's trip to Hue, we
moved on to Hoi An, a
small
town
which
rentinded me of Siem
Riep in Cambodiaboth
have
sintilar
(though smaller scale)

ments make sense; more sense than:

Marc Forster
Chair, History Department

fREEMAN ° OCCUPIED

a:

longer concrete.

disciplines

T!

:
History 465 and 466 engage
:most, if not all, of these issues.
lFurthermore, in the Spring 2006 we
:will offer at least nine US History
:courses. including these courses in
:20th century topics:
,
History 214, US Politics and
:Culture in the 20th Century (Stock);
:History
225, African-American
:History
1865 to the Present
l(Canton);'
History
465
The
:Globalization of American Culture
~since 1945 (Stock)
:
I would point out that four mem:bers of the History Department
:teach US history and two of them
!(Professors Canton and Stock) are
:specialists in the 20th century and
~do most of their teaching on 20th

:demic

evident

YON!

degree that the original motive is no:

department,

:the history of the United States.
:
Mr. Iyengar also asserts that the
:History Department is "not offering
:courses in the Gilded Age, the Great
~Depression, World War One, World

SPRING BREAK: PART

tions with a resounding YES!:
Coincidence? I think not. On pur-j
pose? Most certainly. Some of the:
motives appear, at least superficial-j
Iy, to be sound.
Search deeper.j
however, and one will quickly fmd:
contradictions

I

3

intense Frisbee game, then Eye of
the Tiger would be a good choice.

team.

Andrew what will we do with them
instead?" I'm glad yon asked that
question dintinutive child in the 3rd
row. Lu~kily for you, I've come up
with seven good uses for your textbooks.

pictures.

Remember,

a picture is

worth
a
thousand
words.
Therefore, if your teacher tells you
to read 20 pages in a pictureless
book next year, you could probably

5. Malee yourself look intelligent. If you're going to try to
appear sophisticated and intelligent
to your parents (or that girl who's
into intellectual stuft), try lining
your bookshelves with titles like
Moby Dick, The Grapes of Wrath,

any scientific~sounding
titl~
Don't worry about people askin!
you what you think of the book; just
use a vague-but~caring respons
or

such as WOW, I could talk about that
book forever, it's just so ... wow ... 1
It

can't even think of how I'd begin to
describe itl Can you?" If they can,
just agree with everything they sa~;
if not, malee something up. But
remember, Moby Dick is about "whale, not some musician's

phallus.

6. Toilet paper. Some people
forget that books are made of paper.
These people are called "Inhalius
Marijuanicus", or more commonly.
referred to as

potheads

'1

II,

and they.

tend to forget many other things as
well. Anyway, just one of the many
uses of paper (aside from the one
that those people think of immedIately) is for "wiping your rear end,"

to put it politely. Just malee sure you
don't use a hardcover book.
7. Balancing tables. Let's face
it, Harris has plenty of wobbly
tables. Some amateurs try to shove
napkins under the legs to make their
meals more pleasant.
Books are'
clearly the better option, as long a~
you always have a book that's just
the right amount of pages.

Finally,

I'd

like

to issue

'i

reminder:

Popped collars are NOT appropriate beach attire.

~

•

4
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
I~NITE:ATLAS'sComeback Event is Full of International Flavor
-

BY GOlDE ERDI!.NIZ
{

STAFF WRITER
'i'

oj

-'It's time to celebrate the intemational diversity
of Connecticut
College: On Friday, April 29th,
ATIO'AS (International
Student
Association) will present the multicultural event of the semester: 1NlTE. Featuring a delicious variety
of ·finger foods from all over the
globe and world-class entertainment
by' I student performers,
I-NlTE
promises to be an unforgettable
event, Furthermore,
all proceeds
from the evening will benefit the
UNlClEF Tsunami Relief Fund.
While Conn's international student population has increased steadily Over the years, ATLAS has suffered from insufficient student support-and enthusiasm for the past few
semesters. With the election of a
new, ,..,energetic executi ve board
things picked up speed in Februa';
of this year and ATLAS began to be
a mofe visible force around campus.
So, in a sense, I-NITE is the major
comeback event of this newly reconsiliUted club. They are committed to
"'......
.
r(lSmg international and multicultur~~awareness at Connecticut Col1ege
tJil:ough a variety of campus events
arid initiatives. While ATLAS provtdes a supportive environment for
il1iemational students at the College,
i': also serves as a wonderful
r~ource for students of all cultural
backgrounds.
. The executive board and the general body members have been workipg diligently over the past month to
clake I-NITE happen. Co-Presidents -'06
and Isabel SiegeI'06 have
led the club towards Whatproved to
be a very challenging
I

experience. "We feel like we are
making a miracle happen," Isabel
Siegel said. "Up until a few weeks
ago we had no money and no location and everything seemed to be
working against us." Apart from
food, entertainment,
decorations,
and publicity, there are so many
small details to attend to, yet every
one of the I-NITE participants is
working hard to ensure that the
evening will be a success.
So what can you expect to enjoy
during I-NITE? There will be food
catered from some of New London's
finest international restaurants, featuring the cuisine of Greece, India,
and the Dominican Republic to
name a few. There will be traditional dances representative of various
regions of the world, from Middle
Eastern belly dancing to a sensual
Latin American mix, from upbeat
African Gumboot moves to spicy
and playful South Asian numbers. In
addition, l-NITE will feature a special performance by Connecticut
College's Slavic Choir, a fashion
show, and a Mongolian photo exhibit. The ATLAS executive board is
insistent that people get to mingle at
their event and so favored the idea of
a reception style evening over a formal sit-down dinner.
I-NITE will take place on Friday,
April 29th, from 6:00PM to 8:00 PM
in the 1962 room at Cro. Tickets are
priced at $7 for students and $10 for
others. There are a limited number
of tickets available, so make your
reservation today at http://atlas.conncoll.edu so that you don't miss out
on a fantastic multicultural event.

S tudent belly dancers strike a pose during a rebearsal in Burdick's basement studio as part of preparations for f -Nf TE, wbicb will take place next Friday. (-)

~ Rest to Play Final Friday Nights Live of the Year Suggestions Worth 'laking.
CV: 1 heard you guys had a tour bus for your recent tour with O.A.R.
BY RACHEL GAINES
counselors and other resources that
How did that experience compare?
EnITOR-IN··CHIEF
can help make ends meet.
AH: It was really nice to not have to drive. It was really small quarters
Seeing as money can be such a ..
If you're one of those poor souls
though and I found myself slightly bending my legs to get into the bunk; that
. Ari Hest released his Columbia Records debut, Someone to Tell, last
burden for students, Adams con-c :
stllnrner. In the past year, he toured with Jonny Lang, Dave Matthews Band,
was a little bizarre. But the best part was after the show, the guys in the other who is too stressed to do any pleasO:A.R. and Stephen Kellogg. He will play the last Friday Nights Live of the bands, both O.A.R. and Stephen Kellogg's band, would all go hang in the ure reading, Horner J. Adams' Little
tributes a number of quotes to help
year on April 29 at IOpm. Make sure to get there early to grab your couch!
bus. We would all watch a movie or something ... it was very relaxing to be Suggestion Book For College us keep our chins up. For instance.i M~f!Cent1y spoke with The Voice...
able to do that and not have to worry about the driving as well as having a Students is the perfect way to kill he quotes Bill Eardley:"Ambition is.•
save environment to chill. But I don't think I'm going to see that again, it's two birds with one stone. This tiny the path to success. Persistence is the..";.
Colleve Voice: What is it like being on the road so much during the year?
an expensive venture for the record label.
pocket companion is perfect for fill- vehicle you arrive in."
How are you maintaining relationships?
ing those ten minutes between meet"Academic Life" is his third"
• Ari Hest: I'm not maintaining them that well, actually. It's hard, it's a
CV: I know that you had trouble during the O.A.R. tour with rude ings or for scanning on the can.
chapter, opening with "Learning is.:
very strange thing that winds up happening. You end up feeling more comcrowds, how have you leamed to deal with these situations and make the
The book, barely larger than an fun, but it's not all fun." He touches
fertable when you are away. I'm like ... what do 1 do? 1 don't have a normal
best of them?
on classics like good study habits,
index card, is laid out simply, which
job. I'll go see some friends [in NYC] and it'll be the same old how you
AU: They weren't rude; it was more the lukewarm reaction from a lot of perfectly matches its simple aphogetting to know professors, and uti-·
deing? How you doing? What's new, etc ... which only lasts for a while. It's
the crowd. They like a certain type of music and I'm not the guy to be warm- risms and quotations about how to lizing campus resources. This chapkind of bizarre. I don't have a farnily to come home to, 1 don't mean in the
ing up to that kinda thing. But we decided that weren't going to do anything survive college life. Each page is ter is nothing new, but it is full of, ;
mother/father sense. But yeah; I'm not,------__
""'----------,outside
of our personality. [ mean even plain white with no more than two or great inspirational quotes. Plus, you
married. 1 ask myself, "What am 1
if it succeeds, we'd feel like crap. So three sentences, adding to the accescan never hear enough about the best·
geing to do from getting so bored and
we just did our thing and had fun play- sible nature of the read. One page in ways to do well in school.
so down?" Either way, I'm going to
ing. At times, we just tuned out the the first chapter, for instance, says
His "Sociallifel Activities" chap- ,
have to grow up and deal with it ... or
crowd almost and had this mentality nothing but "A college is an organter is a little lighter and has some ,
that we're not let them get us down. ized educational experience,"
I'm going to have to have to tour less.
or funny moments (which is to be ..
We tried a really fast pace set. We tried another that only says, "Patience is expected considering it was written
I -is pretty rough mentally. So we'll
see ...
opening with something slow to total- always the companion of wisdom."
by a 50-something-year-old man for
ly change the vibe. Nothing worked
The first chapter, "Getting ready
college students). For instance, one
that well so we got to a point where we to go to college," covers a lot of genCV: You've toured the country
of his suggestions is that "Body
iust decided to say, "Let's just have eral material through these little
multiple times. Do you make an effort
piercing is not considered evidence"
fun." Kellogg's band and O.A.R. were snippets. Adams suggests that stu- of maturity." He also covers relat'hisit cities you play?
really fun to be touring with. When dents select high school courses that tionships, drinking, and eating well.
• AH: It is kind of difficult. You get
you got off the stage, you were guar- put them on the track for college
to' a club in the middle of a day. You
The following section of the
anteed a good time.
preparation. He gives the age old book focuses on values and seems
have load in at 3 or 4 and sound check
advice of looking up as much infora-little later. You might have some time
like it would be extremely useful for
CV: On a similar note, who are mation about as many colleges as juniors and seniors in particular who
Ie rest. Then you play, go to the hotel,
your favorite bands to tour with?
possible and stresses the importance
have been here for a while and are
wake up and start driving to the next
All: Well we haven't toured with of practicing expressing oneself
beginning to think about what they
show. So you end up knowing more
that many bands. But with lonny Lang, through writing. More comforting
can contribute to the world outside
what the cities look like from driving
the Finn Brothers and Patty Scalfa, information comes in the form of the walls of the college. This chapter
t1irough, rather than what's inside.
there was definitely that kind of crowd statistics that depict the decreasing
even includes that classic quote
that was very much a listening audi- importance of test score. Other
made famous by Van Wilder,
CV: Where are your favorite
"Worrying is like a rocking chair: it
ence. They were really interested in soothing bits include reassurance
places to play (other than NYC of
gives you something to do, but it
hearing music that may not be like the that being away from home is a hard
Course)?
experience for many kids and is not doesn't get you anywhere."
kind they came for.
AH: The Northwest;
Seattle,
something to be afraid of or deny.
He closes with a chapter on
Portland and San Francisco. The natuBut
Adams
does
not
only
focus
on
"Humor,
health, and happiness."
rll beauty of that area is inspiring ... it
CV: So what is your songwriting
emotionally
charged
or
achievement
What's
nice
about this section is that
makes the drives much more enjoyable
process? What are your inspirations?
rather than driving through somewhere
I've heard that the new songs explore based suggestions. He ends this first it moves back and forth between
chapter saying "You don't have to cute quotes about the importance of
like Oklahoma. You can't help butAri Hest will bring hisftm andfunky guiltar style to FNLon Apri/29th at IOpm in eros Nest. different styles? th
I I h b
smile as you're gomg through that
AH: Well the erne ate y as een take a portable refrigerator with you humor in daily life and funny stories
area. Also, 1 tend to have a pretty good crowd up there. Not necessarily in really trying not to get in the way of the band with what 1 do. It's an inter- to college. You can rent one in the about college or academia that
nembers but the people are really cool. 1 don't know, maybe it's the fresher
esring challenge. It used to just be that I'm going to write a song, playa gui- dorm for a small fee." Not at Conn
demonstrate the point. For example,
'air?
tar part and I'm going to sing and that's it. But you need everyone else in the College, Mr. Adams, but practical
Adams tells the story of a young
information nonetheless.
band to chime in. So we're at a point now where everybody is contributing.
graduate student in Cambridge, MA
The second section, "Paying for who, with an overflowing cart, went
CV: You spent so much time touring colleges that there must have been In the past my writing was good but occasionally I overpowered everything
else that was going on. So it really helps to have a band that stands out as college," is perhaps more applicable
some horrible experiences.
into the express lane at a grocery
for students who have already made
AH: It is a strange thing. Dealing with nightmare situations where no well.
store. The clerk then asked him "Are
one is there or the equipment doesn't work. But it is a blessing because 1 got
In terms of inspirations, anytime 1 hear a song that I love, it makes me the transition to college life. Adams
you from M.l.T. and can't read or
.. lot of fans that way. However 1 have been playing a lot less colleges latewant to write one that's just as good. At least that's the way that I've been suggests that students "Learn the from Harvard and can't count?"
lyand the one we have done are a lot better.
about it. 1 guess it's a competitive thing that dates back to being an athlete language of financial aid," because
While
Adams'
suggestions
in high school, where you always wanted to be better than the other guy. let's face it: those piles and piles of aren't useful for second of third year
CV: So do you prefer an intimate college show or clubs where you're
might as well be in students, it's a fun and easy read. For
Lately we've been listening to a lot of Stevie Wonder and Jason Faulkner. papers
slightly separated from the fans?
Esperanto. He also talks about budgJason is sort of power/pop, really interesting chord progressions.
only $6.95 on Vantage Press, it's
AH: Well there are some intimate clubs. But the college shows definiteMy new songs are probably a little less jazzy. They have a little less try- eting money while you're at school,
definitely worth the money and
ly have a vibe that is mellower and a listening crowd rather than a drinking to find a chord that's going to make my fingers look crazy. It's more the importance of working and sav- would make a perfect graduation gift
ing/partying audience. My music just does not go well with that 1mean, you about how the band works together. The songs are more alt-country-ish.
ing for a few years before entering
for a friend about to make the transiCan drink to it but it's a little hard to party to.
Some examples are "Big Ben" and "One More Hour."
college, using grants and scholartion to college and may be in dire
ships, and how to utilize guidance
need of some suggestions.
continued or page 6
By PAUL DRYDEN
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Be Smart: Skip Be Cool
EVEfl'vONe. IS LOOKING FOR THE NEXT

BlQ

By SOPHIH F1TlGElWJ)

HIT

STAfF WRITER

At a climactic part in Gary Gray's new movie, Chili
Palmer (John Travolta) turns to a room full of tense,
gun-packing men and says simply "Be cool." This is the
motto of the sequel to Get Shorty, and the title for that
matter. After sitting through the movie, however, it is
easy to feel like the actors should have followed the
title's direction. All the actors seem to try too hard, and
while some make their energetic efforts work, like Sin
LaSalle (Cedric the Entertainer), others look anything
but cool, like Steven Tyler as himself.
The movie is a parody of today's music industry as
Chili Palmer trades in his movie career for one in music.
The film makes fun of the rap industry as well as the
producers of top 40 hits artists. Be Cool packs an all star
cast that provides enough laughter to keep the moviegoer content with having seen it, but the film won't stay
with the audience for long. John Travolta's performance
is everything you would expect from him, but it doesn't
exactly knock your socks off. He seems bored as he
meets with huge stars and dodges attempts at his life
from the Russian mob, Sin LaSalle and his posse, as
well as producer/manager Raji (Vince Vaughn) and his
bodyguard Elliot Wilhelm (The Rock). Uma Thurman,
who plays Chili's love interest, Edie Athens, also comes
off as lukewarm. The audience longs for the chemistry
Travolta and Thurman had in Pulp Fiction.

It is the ensemble of supporting actors that redeems
the film. Cedric the Entertainer brings the only subtlety
to the movie as the Harvard-educated rap producer, who
wears huge basketball jerseys over an expensive pressed
suit and picks up his daughter from school with the help
of his luxury car and his driver. Andre Benjamin (Andre
3000 of Outkast) also pleases as the trigger-happy rapper Dabu. The Rock contributes to the film by poking
fun at himself and his eyebrow gimmick.
In fact, the movie only disappoints when it returns its
focus to Chili Palmer and John Travolta's blase performance. I sense that the audience got enough of Chili
in Gel Shorty and would have been perfectly pleased to- ,
leave him behind and simply focus on the supporting
characters. It doesn't help that Chili is set on making the
aspiring singer Linda Moon (Christina Milian) famous.
Let's just say Milian should keep her day job as a singer
in the real world, The only scene of hers that isn't coveryour-eyes painful is her duet of "Cryin'" with Steven,
Tyler.
Be Cool neither disappoints nor wows. It is perfectIy entertaining but it hardly changes your life. If anything, I recommend the four-dollar Groton Cinema matinee if you are inclined to see it on the big screen. A price
any higher might make the experience more of a disappointment. If not, simply save it as a safe rental option
when it comes out on video.

Think The Voice is trash?
Want to see some changes made?

.
Come to a discussion with our editorial board to
talk about how we can improve the paper.

~ring A Big Appetite To Kitchen Little
BY IIE ...

N

EGAN

STAFF WRITER

Taking advantage of the New London public school
system's spring vacation where my friend and I work,
we decided to go oul for breakfast. I am a passionate fan
of Somewhere in Time, located in Mystic; however, en
route I remembered that they were closed on Mondays
and alternative plans needed to be made. So, deciding to
drive around and see what we could find, Claritza
Rodriguez ('06) and I came upon Kitchen Little, located
right by the Mystic Seaport.
Knowing its reputation for taking at least twenty minutes to seat customers, we were overjoyed to see
that the parking lot was not full and no one seemed to be
perched outside eagerly awaiting their chance for an
omelet. The restaurant overlooks the water, and there is
a patio out back for when it gets warmer outside. For
now, Clary and I were seated at the bar and greeted
warmly by whom we decided later to be the owner of the
restaurant. Promptly, Clary got a glass of water, I got
my cup of decaf, and we read over all of the options.
The special on the whiteboard was pumpkin pancakes
for a moderate price of $5.75, ready to be served with
squares of butter melting down the lightly cinnamonsugar sprinkled pancakes. On the menu, the idea of granola and fresh fruit seemed perfectly fitting for such a
typical spring day; however, my desire for an omelet
won out. I ordered a western style omelet with ham,
cheese, onions, and peppers for $6.75 and Clary ordered
herself a sausage and cheese omelet for relatively the
same price.
Taking a gander around, the place does not
exaggerate when it calls itself Kitchen Little. The
kitchen is tiny and the seating area requires one not to be
claustrophobic. Private conversations would be difficult
to carry on, unless of course you don't mind sharing with

about four other closely situated tables. A nice camaraderie seems to be shared among the customers, and a
positive energy is conveyed between the staff, Clary, and
myself as we watch the waiters do their jobs. The owner
signs some checks, sings along to Toni Braxton, and
munches on some pancakes that must constitute his midmorning snack.
After a little more than five minutes, but less
than ten, our food arrives. "Would we care for some
ketchup, chili, or both for our omelets?" Only ketchup
and some more water for us and we're ready to start with
the omelets that envelop half of the plate (the other half
is covered with lightly buttered pieces of either wheat or
white toast). A little salt and pepper and our omelets are~II~'

Tuesday, April 26
9:00 pm
Larabee Common Room
We want your input.
(Dessert will be served)
_
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quickly disappearing. For the next fifteen minutes, we
have little to say to each other, except for quick glances
and stifled laughter at how much we are taking pleasure
in eating our food..

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

With our bellies a bit rounder, we look down
and see that neither of us had a problem finishing what
in the beginning seemed impossible. There is no more
food left on either of our plates. Claritza saves me the
embarrassment and states that she wants a pancake, and
I respond that I was thinking the same thing myself.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sadly though, we watch as the special for the pumpkin.
pancakes is erased and replaced by a fried flounder sand- •
wich; while although probably tasty, does not fit our •
food motif for the moment. The check is swiftly placed.
within our reach and we know that it is time for us to get •
up, stretch our legs, and give someone else the pleasure.
of what Kitchen Little has to offer. This place is a keep- •
er, although a little bit more than the diner fare, the qual-.
ity and options are worth the extra dollar or two. •
Seafood fans, vegans, and carb-lovers, there is some-.
thing for you all, just make sure you are prepared for a •
wait if you come during peak breakfast hours or during.
the weekends!
•

weN I 90

•

•
•

9 FM TOP 20

•
•

i ~•

•
•
•

CHART POSmON) AmS T - ALBUM

••
•

1)
2)
3)
4)

HELU _ CHURCH GONE WILD/CHIRPIN HARD
EYEBALL - SKELDON #1
BOOKS _ LOST AND SAFE
THE MARS VO.'JiIl
_ FRANCES THE MUTE
L

••
••
..•
••

5) M••I A• - ARULIR

: 6) IDA - HEART UKE A RIVER
: D BRITISH SEA POWER - OPEN SEASON
: B) AQUALUNG - STRANGE AND BEADnFUL
: 9) DECEMBERISTS - PICARESQUE
The Social Impacts of Gambling on the : 10) BOOM BIP - BLUE EYED IN THE RED ROOM
: 11) nSCHERSPOONER - ODYSSEY
Community
: 12) PREFUSE 13 - SURROUNDED BY SILENCE
: 13) BRIGHT EYES - I'M WIDE AWAKE, IT'S MORNING
: 14) WEDDING PRESENT - TAKE FOUNTAIN
Wednesday, April 27, 20056:30-8:00 PM : 15) AL GREEN - EVERYTHING'S OK
Blaustein Hood Dining Room
: 16) MANDO DlAO - HURRICANE BAR
: m TURPENTINE BROTHERS - WE DON'T CARE ABOUT YOUR
Connecticut College
: GOOD TIMES
: lB) DOVES - SOME CITIES
Presented by:
Citizens Task Force on Addictions in New London County, Inc. : 19) LCD SOUNDSYSTEM - LCD SOUNDSYSTEM
: 20) MB3 - BEFORETHE DAWN HEALS US
New London County Youth Service Association
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Presidents Speak About Student Activism On Campus

Miriam Dean-Otting
Recounts Holocaust

F·Ina IIy, Presid
resi ent C rute h er
· ..
warned activists for their own safety
against appearing to co-opt their
·
. .
agenda with regards to specific
groups. "One lesson that today's
··
f ace IS
. dealin g WIith 0 th er
acIIvists
groups" Crutcher said.
'..
In c10SlOg, President Crutcher
·
gave advice
to today's student

.
. d
and mentioned how he IS surpnse _
vari
at thee vanous
way s m which stu
.
. "I' amazed at
dents are still acuve.
m
how many different ways students
.
d
all do act as
are active ... Stu ents re y
if citizenship is part of the educa.
I process, and 1it iIS. "
nona
With regard to what he terms
..
..
d
"protest politics," Fainstem note
.
thi
why students should engage in
s

can become insiders ... protest can
d I itimatize the very democratic
. e egi
. ti s that are needed to gain
institu IOn
" A
result Fainstein teapowedr.
Stat rs n:ed to be attensane
pro es a
.'
th "long-term effect of
nve to liti " Drawing on this
protest .po . cs. f
d t th
Ie' of
idea, Fainstein re erre aero.
I ders
of
protest
POIIIICS:
ea
.
..
"Leadership. IS the ability
to ... pre"

activists. He told students to "value
. ] paSSIOn
.
.
"
[th err
an d comrmtment.
He also urged them to "speak-out" if
they witness bias incidents. Crutcher
also noted the importance
for
activists of knowing the facts and
learning as much as possible about
the issues on which they are dealing.
Respecting differences in opinions
was another piece of advice
Crutcher gave to activists. He also
noted that one person can make a
change to a group or small cornmunity, but not to the world. Along this
line, Crutcher added, "Don't start
big; start small and think big."
President Fainstein spoke next

form of activism. "Protest turns
i
. an d power, " he
num bers
ers into
VOIce
.
asserted. "Protest is a way of gettmg
the attention of the community."
Referring to his own personal
response to protests targeted at him,
Fainstein noted that protests can be a
threat, but that threat can sometimes
be constructive.
Specifically, he
argued that by voicing their opinions
about various issues to administrators, protestors can change the balance of power,
Fainstein
also
noted
that
although protest "is a way of creating new solidarities and alliances by
creating a process in which outsiders

diet a cham of events. .
.
In conclusion '. Fainstein stated
. . t s s ho. u Id focus . their
that acnvrs
attention on building and maintaining strong coalitions. "The goal, of
protest politics should be to create a
larger and larger gr~up and a m~Jority sympathellc WIth your. viewpoint. ..Just as protest politics can
create coalitions, it can undenmne
them."
President Fainstein's talk was
followed by a question-and-answer
session, which largely focused on a
controversial Op-Ed piece in last
week's issue of The College Voiae.

continued from page 1 from the campus community."

continued from page 1
ly, husband, and homeland.
At the same time, however, the
letters portray Aunt Else's resilient
character as she remained hopeful
for obtaining a Visa to America. In
her letters, she spoke often of her
faith in God and continued dedication to the Jewish faith. Aunt Else
describes how the community of
over 20,000 displaced Jewish citizens would come together for funerals, Passover celebrations, and Rosh
Hashanah to worship, remain faithful, and honor the dead. Most of all,
while was in the midst of her own
crisis, continually urged her nephew
Eugen to seek refuge with his immediate family and immigrate to the
United States.
Aunt Else's letters, which were
composed
from October
1940
through
July
1942
eventually
stopped being delivered. On August

'.

6th, 1942, she was removed from the
camp in France and transported,
along with 76,000 displaced Jewish
citizens,
to the death camp
Auschwitz. Her convoy, which consisted of 1,000 Jewish citizens,
arrived at the camp on August 17th.
Upon arrival at least 746 of the citizens, including Aunt Else, were
gassed. Uncle Jakob met a similar
fate when his convoy was moved to
Auschwitz
on
August
19th.
Nevertheless, Eugen, who had been
safe in Switzerland,
eventually
obtained a Visa and arrived in the
United States in April of 1946.
Despite the tragic ending, DeanOtting's reconstruction of one family's plight illustrated the strength,
resilience, and faith of the entire
Jewish population. In addition, the
detailed scenes from the letters provide another
element
to the
Holocaust story that few historians

classroom.
Focusing on racist acts, Crutcher
noted, "Our educational philosophy
is linked closely to the way we
address student needs on campus."
He asserted that colleges have an
obligation to help students, but at
the same time can utilize racist incidents to facilitate discussions on
campus. Referring to a hate crime
that happened at his College,
Crutcher said, "One of my proudest
moments was ... to hear students talk
about that this [type of behavior]
was not acceptable." Nevertheless,
he added that his College was still
dealing with the issue and not done
with discussions regarding it.
In reflecting on the duty of college presidents with regard to biased
incidents, President Crutcher said
that all viewpoints have to be
respected. He said, "It is our duty to
ensure that [students] have a place
where they can feel safe and secure

Phyllis Chesler Discusses Hest to Play Final Friday Nights Live of the Year
Anti-Israel Academia
continued from page 4

continued from page 1
regime, on the other hand, and is not
held to the same standard by the
Western academy.
Dr. Chesler also spoke about
what she called "Palestinian propaganda" being spread on college
campuses across the Western world.
She claimed that the famous Jenin
massacre never happened, and also
argued that the famous footage of
12-year-old Mohammed Al-Dura
being shot and killed in his father's
arms was doctored by Palestinians.

She based this claim on expert
analysis
which
has allegedly
revealed that Al-Dura's body has
never been found and that Al-Dura's
location meant that he could not
have been shot by Israeli forces.
In sum Dr. Chesler argued that
the truth
about
the IsraeliPalestinian conflict should always
be told, and that although Israel is
not perfect, it should not be held to a
higher standard than any other country.

AT
SOUTH SHORE LANDING
SELF-STORAGE
*STUDENT DISCOUNTS
*5x5 AND LARGER
SIZES AVAILABLE
*RENTBYTHE
MONTH
*ACCESS 7 DAYS A
WEEK

CV: Have you ever had any interest in touring
abroad?
AH: I definitely have a lot; it's a really attractive option. But Columbia hasn't really wanted to
explore it quite yet. At least for now, the markets
they are really interested in are in this country ...
so I'm following their lead with that.
CV: Have you been to any concerts recently?
AH: Well I recently played at this special
show at Mountain Stage in West Virginia. There
were five different people performing and Martin
Sexton and Joseph Arthur, in particular, both blew
our minds. Arthur was telling me before his set
how recently he's been "painting on stage." He
creates a song on the spot. It's really interesting,
such a strange thing to see and really ballsy.
CV: How has your life changed since signing
with Columbia?
AH: I have to say that my life hasn't really
changed since the signing. It's almost harder
though; just making sure that everyone is on the
same page and all zoned in on what you're doing.
With such a big company that has so many people
working on your behalf, they need to be in good
communication with each other.
We are often responsible for keeping everyone
working together, which sucks because they have
other musicians that they are working with too
and some are "more important" than I am. I mean,
we're still the leaders of everything. We're still on
the road ... we still bust our asses ... it's the same
band, same clothes, same songs... you get the
point!
One of the big reasons I signed was to see
what the radio could do with me. But it still really hasn't done what we hoped. There have been

some stations that have been very supportive
though,

There's something else to the song that has so
much depth to it. It could be a lyric, that's especially the case with Sexsmith. I love the way he
writes his lyrics. With Rouse, the feel of the song,
it takes you and brings you somewhere. That's
definitely something I'd like to do.

CV: I know your video has been gelling a lot
of airplay on MTVU? What is it like seeing your
video on TV?
AH: I haven't actually seen it yet. I don't
know what I would do if I saw it. I remember
making it and feeling like such an ass. We didn't
have a big budget; it was just me, my brother
[who also acts as my manager] and the director.
Lip-synching didn't work so I actually ended up
singing. And you know, the people of New York
did their thing, staring at me like, "What is this
guy doing?! He can't be shooting a music video;
there are only two people with him!" All that
aside, I think it represents me fairly well. I'm not
playing in the middle of the desert, there aren't
tons of naked woman ... it's pretty real.

CV: In your song, "Consistency," you refer to
the Tao of Pooh by calling yourself a "busy back
soon."
What's
that?
AH: I'm not the type of person that can stay at
a certain place for a very long time. The name just
fits me very weB. Ican't go to a museum and stay
there and stare at a painting. I have to be moving
around.

CV: I know you wrote a song that you would
like to have Norah Jones sing on. Any other current musicians you'd like to work with?
AH: Allison Krauss and Gillian Welch for
sure.
CV: You've had the opportunity to meet some
of your musical idols recently. What's that like?
AH: Well, you make false expectations for
them. You immediately feel inferior. When you
go up to them, you think they're going to act better than you. But they don't, they're just normal
people like you and me. You cherish their records
and listen to their songs constantly causing you to
put a sort of elusive facade on top of them. But
it's so unnecessary.
CV: I know that Josh Rouse and Ron
Sexsmith are tremendous influences. Why them?
AH: They just write songs that are simple but
have such a complexity behind the chords.

CV: How do you feel about being part of Ibis
"new wave" of singer/songwriters
that ha,'ve
spawned their own genre?
Ii
AH: Around the time I got signed, it was a little more appealing to become part of it. There are
some other singer/songwriters that aren't as credible, which hurts the whole genre. This makes it
so that people get tired of that kinda thing ... even
though I could be very different than those people. At the same time, J have to be happy that's it's
popular, it helped me get to where I am today.
CV: What are your plans for the near future?

,

AH: I plan to hit the road in late April through
the beginning of June. Then I'm going to start
going down the road of exploring where and with
who we're gonna to record the next album. It', a
complex process that takes a while. But there are
definitely a lot of songs that I want to record. So
I would love to have a record started by the end of
the summer.

Perception: The
average Conn student drinks 12-20
times a month *
Reality: The average Conn student
drinks 3-5 times a month. *
Brought to you by the Peer Educators

CALL TODAY 434-5023

*October 2003 Connecticut College
CORE Survey
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'Erika Berlinghof '05 is currentl
"
serving
as th e Academic AffairsY
Chair, The most important role of
this position is to oversee all the
1 Student Advisories Boards on cam· ..pus, Another crucial aspect of the
: -Chair of Academic Affairijob is to
look out for and voice-student inter, -ests to the faculty and administration
.' on issues such as Self-Scheduled
: 'Exams. In order to accomplish this
1 the Chair of AA sits on the APe'
! Academic Planning COmmittee, and
· the
Educational
Planning
- \Committee (EPC).
f ,"
Similarly, Jay Karpen '06 will
, resume the position of Judicial
Board Chair, on which he served
- during the fall semester as well. In
• 'his absence, Emily Chamberlin '05
,-is serving as J-Board Chair this
j "spring. The J-Board Chair has juris"diction over matters involving pos-

sible infractions of the College
Honor Code, and his or her responJibilities include overseeing the
coordination of all judicial hearings.
Whitney Longworth '07, current
" member of the Residential Life and
.' Housing Advisory Committee, who
e ~ran unopposed, was elected to the

~-position of Chair of Residential
.'"Affairs. This position heads the
Board of Governors, co-chairs the
Residential Life Committee with
Shelly Metivier, and acts as the SGA
} vliaison to the residential component

sible for the coordination of dormitory House Councils. Upon assuming the position in the fall,
Longworth hopes to "improve residential life on this campus in all of
its

aspects,"

particularly

issues

about lottery and priority, as well as
physical improvements to the resi-

dence halls.
Colleen White '06 was elected
without opposition to the Chair of
Diversity and Equity (D&E), currently held by Krystle Guillory '05.
The overlying job of the Chair of
D&E is to represent the needs and
concerns of the students on campus
in terms of issues dealing with

diversity and multiculturalism. The
Chair of D&E also chairs the
Cultural

Diversity

Committee,

which is composed of students from
SGA and Unity Clubs.
Finally, the position of the Chair
of the Student Activities Council
was won by Christian Clansky '06,
who also ran unopposed. Jessica

Mellen '05 is the exiting SAC Chair.
As a branch of the Student
Government Association,
SAC
coordinates the social life of the

College and as such, has jurisdiction
over all matters involving entertain-

ment on the campus, including
Floralia. Clansky's new job entails
supervising

the SAC

executive

buard and all the subcommittees
under it, as well as acting as the liaison between SGA and SAC.

<"of the Office of Student Life.
Additionally, the position is respon}o,

~
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MOST OF US*
ONLY drink
3-5 times a month.

Conn students:
Write for the Voice!

•
,.

The Voice is actively
searching for writers
for the News, A&E,
and Sports departments.

..

Sponsored by the Peer Educators
* October 2003 Connecticut .
College CORE Survey = 53.2%
•

Help support an
important part of life
at the College.

A great way to get
involved! Cal/ x2812
or email
ccvoice @conncol/.edu
today!
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A Juris Doctorate degree puts you
ahead of the competition.
A Juris Doctorate from MSL affords you the
freedom of that competitive advantage
without the worries that others suffer
behind a mountain of debt,
Interested? Come
check us out:

:M.assacfiusetts Schoof of Law
Woodland Park, 500 Federal Street, Andover, MA 01810

(978) 681-0800

__----=.:
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www.MSLaw.edu
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Top Ten UDle-Known Conn College Facts

10': BoWing bailS will bounce

when dropped OUI01 Freeman Tower.

9:'In reference 10 #10, know where Ihe Houselellow suile is on Ihe firsl noor,
cause the bounce ma, nOI be Slraighl UP.
"

8; ,Rewiring the elevalor bOllons in Pari! so Ihallhe 3 lakes vou 10 2 and 2
lakes vou 10 5 Is nOI popular wilh mosl sludenls.
J. Farling In the caleleria line as a wav 10 critique the lood is nOI a valid lonn

.' expression.
~. PullIng boUle roCkels In the air venlS will wake UPand evenluallV lorce Ihe
evacuauon 01 the enlire dorm noor.

Camel CuriousilV

5: FInishing anv essav WUhIhe phrase "Bile Me" will nOI help vou pass Ihe
«:ourse.
II.
PullIng Nair In a communllv shampoo borne In Ihe balhroom will nOI help
•

vou make friends.

"Camel's milk does not curdle."

3. DropPing vour roommale's classes lor him will onlVgel vou Ihe beallng 01
!lour Ine after Dav 1.

'.

'

Source: hllP:lIwww.lealdraoon.nel

2. ClUng the movie "0" as Ihe basis lor an ASlronomll paper is nol acceplable.

{if vou gel drunk, don'l ever strip in public. n vou SlriP, don'l climb 10 the rool

i

ol:Cro. n vou ClImb. don'l pose lor piclures in the College Voice. n the picture
ijelS pub.shed, drop OUI.
ftl:om BPAn@'unnvbone.com)
,

,

,

,

Take a vveek-Iong ,-oad trip this summer to find
the business cal-eers vvhere you'll fit ... and succeed.

j
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Ultimate Frisbee Having Strong Spring Remak Named Camel Of The Week
JIy STEVE STRAuss
SPORTS EDITOR

On the weekend of April 16- 17
the Conn ultimate Frisbee tean:
(Dasei?) qualified for the regional
championships of this year's national tou.mament. The team did so by
finishing 5-2, ranking third in a pool
of 17 teams. Winning has been the
trend in the last few weeks for
Dasein, which has managed
a
remarkable 22-8 record on the season, despite competing
weekly
against the top tier of ultimate teams
in the region. Noted Captain Connor
Donohue '07 "We've really pulled
together as a unit this spring ... The
prospects for our success didn't look
so good, especially since we have so
few upperclassmen.
People have
stepped up, though, and we're looking awesome! II
To qualify for the regional championships, Conn had to finish in the
top five of a blisteringly tough sectional pool of 17 teams. Making the
task even more difficult was the loss
of Donohue, who went down earlier
in the week with a high ankle sprain.
When pressed about the loss of his
captain, Matt Leers '08 said, "We
were freaking out! He's not only our
leader on the field, but our main
handler. He is always making
throws." 'The handler is similar to a
quarterback in a football team, being
the player who controls the disc
most of the time, and makes most of
the up field thtows. Despite the setback, Conn dismantled the competition at the sectional championships.

The team went 3-0 on Saturday with
a big win over Roger Williams, historically one of the section's toughest squads. The undefeated mark,
however. drew Conn a match against
Brown University A team on
Sunday. Dasein put up a great fight,
but fell 15-6. Brown University A is
ranked ff2 in the nation. The only
other Conn setback on the weekend
was to the Brown University B
team, which came late on Sunday,
when Conn was battered and
exhausted, having already played
thtee games.
The 5-2 record at sectional
championships is certainly indicative of the team's play this spring.
Leading up to the championships,
Dasein faced many of the area's
toughest teams in a tournament hosted by URI. Conn rolled thtough both
days of play, outscoring the competition by a greater than 2-1 margin,
on the way to an 8-1 record. The
lone loss on the weekend came in a
fluke, joke-like atmosphere against
Amherst High School, one of the
strongest ultimate Frisbee programs
(high school, college or club) in the
nation. The eight wins, nevertheless,

gave Conn a second place finish of
20 teams in their pool.
With so few upperclassmen and
countless injuries (of a more or less
serious nature), outsiders have been

perplexed by the success of Dasein.
Many on the team insist that their
success has sprung from the moral
fiber of the program. Adam Zeender
'07 remarked "We have an undeni-

ranked in the top five. With the strong spring season that
Beret has had, hopes for Nationals are still high- as
many as eight NESCAC players are selected each year

JIy PETER STERLING

able spirit. Whatever setbacks we
suffer, we are sure to rise
again ... kind of like the phoenix firebird." Others, however, offer a more
tangible answer. Most of these
responses credit the depth and leadership that Dasein maintains. There
are only thtee juniors or seniors who
play ultimate for Conn: Matt
Molberger '06, Ben SanfilippoCohn '06 and Captain Jim Folger
'05.
Folger,
Sanfilippo-Cohn
(Philly) and Molberger have done an
extraordinary job of molding an
amalgamation of young athletes into·
a contender of a team.
The leadership void has been
filled not only by these standout
players, but also by a remarkable
group of sophomores. In a team poll
taken recently, the players voted that
the greatest individual cause for
their success has been the consistently dazzling
play' of Greg
Fedynyshyn '07. Also factoring into
the
sophomore
equation
are
Donohue, Zeender, Tyler Pace '07,
Jesse Taylor-Waldman '07, Zach
Mueller '07, Chase Hoffberger '07,
and Jake Coffey '07. Pace, alone,
has been credited as a reason for
success at the sectional championships. While watching from the
sidelines, an opposing player whistled and uttered, "I have never seen
any ultimate player compete with
such a righteous fury." "Righteous
fury" has been the byword this
spring for a team that keeps overcoming obstacles. Dasein ... where
hand and eye are one!

SPORTS EDITOR

The Camel of the Week for this issue is Beret Remak
'07. Remak, a member of the Conn women's tennis
team, recently defeated Colby College's regionally
ranked Sarah Hughes in two sets, 7-5, 6-1. "After doubles had finished their matches, we were leading Colby,
and that helped all the singles players to relax, and play
extremely well", noted Remak. "The doubles victories
definitely took a lot of pressure off our singles players.
We were thrilled because it was the first time in Conn
tennis history that we have beaten Colby."
After a few tough losses in the fall, Beret has
dropped only two matches this spring, while competing
at the #1 singles position in just her second season on the
·team. Both of these losses have been against opponents

for the tournament.

On Tuesday, Conn will take on Tufts University.
victory could mean that the entire women's team would
move on to the regional tournament. An individual VIG:
tory by Remak could move her closer to her goal oJ
competing at the National Championships. To get there,
she will have to overcome the Tufts #1 seed, ranked second in the northeast. Just as in other sports, NESCA
tennis offers some of the most competitive play in the
country, and Remak has proved that she can play wit
the best. /The College Voice! would like to congratulate
Beret Remak on her accomplishments, and wish the
team success as it heads into its final week of regular
season competition before NESCAC.

Women's Tennis Slams Competition
JIy DAVE FlrDMAN
SPORTS WRl'l1!R

As the tennis season comes to a
close. the Women's tennis team
helped solidify their place in the
NESCAC with a decisive victory
over Colby College. This victory
brings the team to a 10-6 record, as
a strong core of sophomore singles
players continue to win big matches.
Beret Remak's (07) aggressive
.and focused play helped her lead the
team through a series of singles victories during this weekend's match.
Following in her lead, Amanda Poe
(07) and Britt Fallon's (07) reliable
singles play has been a vital to the
team's success this year. The undeniable leadership of Captain Laura
Demoreuille '05 was also essential
to this weekend's
match. As
Demoreuille stated, "It was a big
match for us, they beat us 5-4 last
year, so we wanted to come out and
play our best. We knew it was going
be an extremely close match. II
The doubles duo of Demoreuille
and Lisa Steckmest's (08) victory
set the tone early for the camels with
an exciting tiebreak victory, winning
9-8. As the singles matches began
Beret Remak's standout victory in
the #1 spot, 7-5, 6-1, was a clutch
win, setting the tone for the following singles competition. In fact, this
victory will help to propel Remak

Derby Trouble In Europe And The US

into the Division ill national competition.
As Demoreuille commented,
"Beret is such a solid player, the #1
for Colby was a strong competitor,
and Beret's win should give her a
chance to head to nationals."
Amanda Poe's victory, 6-1, 6-4, in
the #4 spot helped to shift the
momentum back to Conn as the
team rallied back to close out the
singles with two more wins.
The final result was an essential
victory that should give the Camels
enough momentum to close out the
season with a mighty bang. With
only one match remaining before the
NESCAC Tournament the team
seems to have found their groove.
Only Tufts remains as the team gears
. up for one of the most important
matches of the season. lilt is a huge
match for us. We haven't beaten
Tufts in anytime I can remember. If
we do well it will boost momentum
going into regionals. A win is just
what we need, so we all need to
bring our
'A' game,
says
Demoreuille.
With the tennis season now
winding down, the team seems
stronger than before. Although their
record is not as impressive as previous years, it does reflect the improving nature of the team. As a relatively young team, they have proven
themselves to be a strong competitor

change his pants after that incident; the situation could
be dealt by the stadium staff. The offender had his seafans are entirely at fault. What about the security at the son tickets revoked (a suitable punishment in my mind,
San Siro? Why did they allow flares to be brought into especially when one looks at the passion that Red Sox
the stadium? I think a finger must also be pointed at the fans have for their team) and the game could go on. The
organizers of such events. It is their responsibility to way the Fenway Park staff handled the situation has to
make the environment a safe place for fans that truly be applauded and is an example to the Italian event
love the game.
organizers. lt is primarily the fans who instigate the vioWhen we look at crowd trouble in the United States,
lence and unrest at sporting events. It is the security perit is not so violent and does not involve rival fans as sonnel's job to eject these people and to ban them from
much as it involves fans and players. I am thinking back
participating in any further part of the sport.
to \he Indiana Pacers and Detroit Pistons game. In this
It is important that we make our sporting events a
particular game one can not only blame the players who
safe place and an enjoyable place so that our kids can
we t into the stands for their actions, but also the fans have the opportunity to play sports, watch sports, and of
w 0 instigated the violence tharwas to follow once they course promote sports because it is such an impottan"t-J,l':JI.'
threw their drink onto a player. In this case the players part of our society. It is the job of the sports star to be a
continued from page 10
go] a hefty suspension. The same can be said for the good role model, it is the job of the fan to sift .out those
ga~e between the Red Sox and the Yankees. Gary fans who do the damage to their overall image, and it is Camel senior Dave Schwartz dished a pass to Brendan
Sheffield must be commended on his actions when the the job of the stadium officials and event organizers that Rampi '06, who netted the home team's first goal.
Yankees' star came under abuse from the Red Sox fans. they provide a safe and happy environment for our role Robbie Logan '07 tallied the next two, giving Conn a 31 advantage in the first. The home team wasn't finished,
He did not go into the stands, and although he nearly did models to teach tomorrows role models.
however, and would widen their lead to 6-1 after the first
and the offender was, well let's just say he needed to
frame, thanks in part to two goals from Craig Audin '08.
In the second quarter, Williams attempted to battle back,
notching their second goal of the game. Conn quickly bit
back offensively, with Brad Luckhardt finding the back
continued from page 10 advantage of the opportunity to glo- and soul of some team like Kansas of the net for the 10th time this season, with just under
titlt for the Nationals, because the rify the early season accomplishCity or Milwaukee. For now, I can eight minutes remaining in the contest. Heading into the
bill;&est story of their season may ments of teams before their rosters
only hope that some of the many intermission, Conn held a solid 7-3 lead, but still
ve17 well be their sheer existence as are mercilessly pillaged by the payother great stories of the young sea- remained weary of a tough Williams side that would
a team in Washington, D.C.
roll monsters of the American
son gets their due attention, and that surely come out firing in the second half.
As expected, Williams emerged battling offensively,
League East.
guys in pinstripes get the treatment
"IAll I am saying is that I have had
and
seemed to regain some composure, netting three
it ~p
to the proverbial "here" with all
Before we know it, August will that fourth place teams deserve.
thi] talk about the Yankees (not to be upon us and chances are the Unfortunately, it may not be long goals. These were offset by matching goals from the
m~tion
the underachieving
and
Yankees will do what they do every
until we get our annual reminder that home team, however, and Conn remained four goals in
siwlarly over-publicized Red Sox).
year. Someone will get traded away only a few teams have the luxury, or front, heading into the final quarter leading 10-6. With
A bJid criticism of baseball is the because he isn't performing up to his curse, of being able to buy their way
di~rep';'cy between the haves and employer's standards, only to be out of their slumps.
th~ have-nots, so why not take
replaced by a player who is the heart

continued from page 10

How New York Yankees Buy Baseball
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continued from page 10
six assists in her rookie season,
Driscoll leads the team with 20 goals
scored.

••

13:30 to play, Rampi notched his third goal of the afternoon, once again giving Conn its largest lead of the
game at 11-6. Although down, Williams would not be
silenced, and two goals just 29 seconds apart would narrow Conn's lead to three, certainly cause for concern for
the home team. The Eph's Dixon Hardgrove made it an
11-9 contest with just under six minutes remaining, but
the Camels' defense thwarted any further attempts to
narrow the margin. As he has done all season, goalie
Topher Grossman played solidly in the closing minutes,
making five saves- including a point-blank stop with
2:30 remaining- to preserve the victory. In the closing
moments, Brian Ford ensured that the Ephs would have
no more scoring opportunities by causing a turnover,
grabbing the ensuing ground ball, and holding off the
visitors while time expired. With the win, Conn notched
its fourth straight victory in New London. Now 4-2 in
NESCAC competition, the Camels have another home
contest against Colby College on Saturday at 1:30.

There are several big games on
the horizon for Conn, including a
home game against Bates College,
Saturday morning at II am on
Harkness Green. The team also

hosts Wellesley Thursday afternoon.
All are encouraged to come out and
support the remaining games in
Conn's season.
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Fourth Straight Win

Women's Lacrosse Beats Eastern Conn

I Do you care about anything?
I
,

II

in the NESCAC and New England
area. The team looks forward to th,e
approaching tournament, and wijJ
continue to look to its sophomore
core to carry them into the later
rounds. Looking back at the season,
one cannot help but be impressed
with the character and determination
of the squad. Look out fOj
Demoreuille
in her remaining
matches, as she looks to close out
her career at Conn with a solid series
of victories that may ensure her an
impressive spot in the NESCAC
standings.
The team has now almost completed an incredibly competitive and
demanding
schedule for 20M.
Reflecting on the accomplishments
of the squad, it is hard to not applaud
each player for their hard work and
competitive play. This year's team
has played some really good tennis,
and attracted a lot of attention to the
tennis program here at Conn.
The NESCAC Championship,s
should be a perfect venue for th,e
women to show off Connecticut
College tennis. The Tufts match
approaching on the 26th and the
closing tournament beginning on the
28th provide an opportunity for the
team to set the tone for seasons to
come, and solidify Connecticut
College's place at the front of the
tennis pack.
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Questions Of Men's Lax Surges To Fourth Straight Victory Those Damn
Derby Safety
In Europe, US
Last week's scenes at the San
Siro in Milan shocked the entire
football world. The collapse of Dida
after being struck by a flare sent
shockwaves through the footballing
communities in Europe and no doubt
the rest of the world. The blame was
shifted to Inter Milan (who's home
fixture tbis was) and its fans.
Although I do
not
entirely
disagree with
this blame, it
must be noted
that
Inter
Milan and AC
Milan share a
ground
GERALD WOLS
notably
the
Int'l Man Of Sport
San Siro and
both sets of fans and security personal were present at the game.
Crowd trouble has been a problem that many sports teams and communities had to, and still do, deal
with. It does not, matter wbether one
plays football, American football,
baseball, rugby, basketball, even during cycling races the fans can get
extremely emotional and confronta-

tions between rival fans are not
uncommon. Please don't get me

Yankees

By PETER S11lRUNG

SPOmEDITOR

The Conn men's lacrosse team
rolled to another victory this past
Saturday, defeating visiting Eastern
Connecticut State University by a
score of 13-9. The game, played on
Freeman field in front of an enthusiastic crowd, remained close during
the first quarter. After the initial
frame of play, the score was notched
at two apiece, with both teams
clamping down defensively. Then,
with 9: 17 remaining in the half,
Conn pulled into the lead thanks to
Russ Chase '07 converting a feed
from Brad Luckhardt '06. Luckhardt
would find the back of the net himself later, when he split a pair of
defenders and beat Warriors goalie
Will Holland with under four minutes to play, for his eighth of the season. The Camels were not finished,
bowever, as Chase added his second
goal of the quarter with I :53 on the
clock. Conn halted further ECSU
charges, and was able to carry the
three goal advantage .they had built
into the break.
Jumping out of the gates, Chas
McLaughlin '06 notched his second
goal of the day to put the home team
up 6-2, building wbat many thought
to be a comfortable lead. Eastern The Connecticut College men's lacrosse team continued its climb through the ranks of the NESCACwith a win over Williams. (Holt)
Conn rallied, however, cutting the . Camels posted tbree unanswered
coming just I :21 apart. Dave
on Wednesday against Williams, a
Camels' lead to 7-6. Despite a shift goals going into the final frame of Schwartz tallied his third goal of the pivotal meeting of NESCAC rivals.
in momentum towards the visiting
play. Craig Audin '08 scored on an afternoon as well. And, just as the
On April 19th, Conn played host
side, Conn ignited and went on a unassisted tally at 3:42 to make it a offense kept its momentum going,
to the Williams College Ephs on
pivotal run at the end of the quarter,
10-6 game.
Camel goalie Topher Grossman
Freeman field in an afternoon match
spurred on by consecutive face-offs
In the fourth, Russ Chase found
made five stops in the final quarter
up. Just 2:04 into the game, the
won by Andy Shopneck '05. With the back of the net twice, with his to preserve the win, Conn's next
possession in their control, the third and fourth goals of the game
matcb up was another home contest
continued on page 9

wrong, I am not saying that crowd
trouble is evident in every single
sporting event that takes place on
this earth. It is however no stranger
to sports and does not just occur in
the world of football. Having said
that, the intensity of a sporting event
gets fuelled by a number of factors.
The media uses this term of rivalries
and arcbenemies witbin the sporting
context to their full advantage to
boost viewer ratings and profits. The
public, or general fans, intensify
sporting events especially wben the
opposing fans do not travel great distances for example city derbys and
cross town rivalries (see my colunm
Marcb 4th), this is inspired by "bragging rights" until the next tiroe these
teams meet. Fan intensity, bowever
can also be increased once at the stadium or arena by other fans. The
question I want to deal with this
week is not whether crowd trouble is
evident in sports or not and what the
factors resulting in crowd trouble are
but rather the punishment that
offenders are liable for, and more
importantly identifying the offenders,
When we look at last week's
e ents tbat unfolded during the
Clfantpions
League
encounter
een Inter Milan and AC Milan,
ere d trouble only erupted in the
70th minute of play. AC Milan was
leading 1-0 and 3-0 on aggregate.
The Inter fans were getting impatient
with their team's lack luster performance, however when Inter thought
they had scored 50% of the stadium
erupted in euphoria, unfortunately .
Despite a tough start to the season, Conn Women's Lacrosse has played well down the stretch, and has recorded several uictories. (Holt)
for them referee Markus Merk disallowed the goal (the rigbt decision)
BY PETER S11lRUNG
an enthusiastic home crowd, Conn
go, midfielder Maggie Driscoll '06
and this of course angered the Inter
SPORTS EDITOR
assisted Sarah Tacy to tie the game
remained
tougb,
knowing
that
the
players and their fans. They felt
at four apiece. Kelsey Sullivan put
game
was
still
very
young.
Calling
a
cheated, their emotions got the better
the Camels on top with a goal comtimeout
to
gather
themselves
togethThe Conn women's lacrosse
Of them and they started throwing
.
ing under a minute later. The tally
er,
Conn
finally
got
their
offense
bottles, coins, and eventually flares team played Eastern Connecticut
into
gear,
with
Colby
Tallman
'08
came
at a very opportune time for
into the playing area, one of which State University on April 16th, a
narrowing the gap to 3-2 with an the Camels, adding tremendous
home
contest
played
on
Harkness
struck Milan goalkeeper Dida. When
unassisted score at 22:42 left in the momentum
to the home side,
we look at the situation tbat had been Green, Despite having caught some
Continuing to confuse the Eastern
half. The goal sparked a surging
unlucky
breaks
in
the
beginning
of
created one could argue that it was
offensive run for the home team, and Conn defense, Driscoll scored three
the season, the team has remained
purely the Inter fans that were the
of the final four goals of the half,
resilient, and their hard work paid over the next 14 minutes, Conn
culprits, they are the ones that threw
erased the deficit and built an 8-4 and the Camels found themselves in
off against ECSU. In the early stages
the objects onto the field, they are
lead. The run caught tbe visitors off- front by a score of 9-5. Going into
of the first half, the Warriors jumped
ihe ones that stirred emotions
on the home team, building a 3-1 guard, and Eastern Connecticut was the balf, Conn enjoyed the comfortamongst themselves therefore they
able lead, but knew that they had to
lead on lenna Faiola found the back unable to rebound from the offenshould be punished. I agree with this;
sive onslaught put on by a firey
keep the momentum up in the secof the net with 23:34 to go. Not
however I do not think that the Inter
known as a tearn to collapse early, home side.
ond frame.
With just under 17 minutes to
With this in mind, Conn continespecially when playing in front of

Women's Lacrosse Remains Tough, Beats ESCU

....

ued their dominating play when,
with 27 minutes to play, Driscoll
beat the Eastem goalie to notch her
fourth goal of the game. She would
finish with four assists as well. Conn
was also helped by Molly McConaty
'07, who added three second-half
tallies to nsure the home team's
lead would remain. From there,
Conn played the visitors tough, and
when the final whistle sounded,
Conn had a well-earned 14-7 victory. Paige Diamond '05 played well
in goal as she has done all year, stopping eight shots in net for Conn.
Their next match up was against
Williams College, an away contest
on the 19th of April. The game
would surely prove to be one of the
Camel's tougher match ups of the
season. Williams has had a competitive side in recent seasons, and the
game on the 19th proved no different.
Conn's luck against NESCAC
teams this year has not been good.
The team has lost several close
games that could have easily been
Camel victories. Although chances
at a NESCAC Toumey berth may
look slim at this point, the team
remains enthusiastic towards their
remaining games. On the 19th, Conn
lost a competitive away game in
Williamstown, Massachusetts, to tbe
hosting Ephs.
Heading into the break, both
teams had had several chances, with
Williams balding a respectable 7-3
advantage. In tbe second half,
Connecticut College was unable to
summon their strong offensive capabilities, and saw Williams pulling
away as the day wore on. There
were bright spots on the day for the
Camels, however. Molly McConaty,
Colby Tallman, and Maggie Driscoll
each contributed with two goals
apiece for Connecticut. Thus far in
the season, Tallman has 12 goals and

continued on page 9
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Camel Scoreboard

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Tennis

4/16 CC 13, ECSU 9
4/19 CC 11, Williams 9
4/23 Colby, 1:30

4/16 CC 6, Colby 3
4/26 Tufts 3 pm
4/28-5/1 NESCACs @ Middlebury

women's Lacrosse

Men's Tennis

4/16 CC 13, ECSU 9
4/19 Williams 17, CC 7
3 Bates, III am

4/16 CC 0, Colby 7
4/20 CC 0, Coast Guard 7
4/22-24 NESCAC'Il @ Amherst

412

:

continued on page 9

There is nothing like the life of a
New York Yankee. Sure, there are 29
other teams full of players who live
the dream of playing baseball and
getting paid exorbitant amounts of
money, but in reality they live in a
different world from Derek Jeter,
Alex Rodriguez and Randy Johnson.
On the field, they play by the same
rules, and technically they have an
equal chance of achieving the ultimate goal of winning the World
Series, but in
reality nothing
compares
to
wearing pinstripes.
Just
ask the Florida
Marlins pitching staff. ani y
two
years CHARLIE WIDDOBS
removed from Viewpoint
beating
the
heavily favored Yankees in the
World Series and essentially the
same staff-minus
Carl Pavano, the
Yanks' new No. 2 starter-they
became the third fastest team to
reach five complete games.
The same day that A.I, Burnett,
who has been mired in injury for the
past few seasons, pitched his second
complete game of the season and the
Marlins' fifth in only 12 games, the
top story was the Yankees' earth
shattering 8-4 loss to the Baltimore
Orioles. That's neat. OK, ask Nick
Johnson. He was a Yankee. at one
point. He was actually supposed to
be the future of the Yankees, but he
didn't develop quickly enough. Who
am I kidding? The Yankees don't
care about the future, they care about
now, as evidenced by the geriatric
lineup that they currently boast. He
plays first base for a team that is not
only in first place in its division, but
is in the midst of its first season in
the capital of the country in 34 years.
I would say that's a good story. I
guess that's why I don't assess the
importance of sports stories for a Jiving. However; apparently it doesn't
bave as much juice as Gary Sheffield
lalmost! getting in a fight with a Red
Sox fan in a game between then third
and fourth place teams in their own
division.
Fine, none of them want to waste
their time talking about the Yankees?
Talk to Jeff Weaver. He was a Yankee
two years ago. Every start he made
was a top story on every sports channel or show-not
because of his
extraordinarily good or bad pitching
performances, but because of the jersey he wore. He was traded, though,
because "The Boss" wasn't satisfied
with the job he did. Tbese days he's
a Dodger, and a serviceable one at
that. To be more specific, he is 2-0 on
the season with a 3.60 ERA and as of
Tuesday his team had the best record
in the league. In his first start he
pitched eight innings and gave up no
runs to beat the Giants, the Dodgers'
bitter rival. In his most recent start,
on Sunday, he pitched a complete
game shutout against the Padres,
another division foe. What's the top
story on Monday, though? George
Steinbrenner is unhappy about his
Yankees' play.
When is enough enough? On
Monday, when the Yanks miraculously responded to their employer's
criticism and pounded the Devil
Rays, 19-8? Call me crazy, but that
isn't exactly making a statement.
They were still 5-8 and in fourth
place in their division at the time.
The point is not that the Yankees will
remain in fourth place all season, in
fact it is likely that they won't. I'm
also not going to predict a division

continued on page
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